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Warning!!! contains intense lesbian domination & erotica The matriarchal Vampire mistress controls and dominates her lesbian
vampire slaves, see how far she takes them Get a free erotic eBook here: http: //www.AliciaCastelle.com
When Emily Hall started her dream job at Stockton headquarters, she could never have imagined what awaited her. How could
she have known, that stepping out of line could send her to the Basement, the harsh, cold dungeons beneath the marbled floors?
And that she would be helplessly shackled when she first met the woman that would help her explore new aspects of her
sexuality?"Corporate Punishment - A Dungeon Romance" is an erotic novella with hot scenes of shackled women in cold
dungeons, brutal whippings and mind-blowing descriptions of bondage sex.
Nineteen-year-old soccer star, Manny Jones, is world famous. Her purple hair and unapologetic approach to her sexuality has
been the talk of the Women's World Cup. A magical player who seemingly has it all, until one horror tackle changes
everything.Going from hero to zero, Manny's career comes to a grinding halt. Wanting to hide away from the humiliation, she
returns to school to focus on her studies in the hope she can one day have another life.Twenty-three-year-old PE teacher, Eve
Eden, isn't a fan of soccer, she prefers hockey. She's not starstruck like everyone else at Ridgecrest Academy, which makes her
the perfect tutor for Manny. They couldn't be more different, but a spark between them quickly turns into a flame. Can the two
women teach each other the lessons they both need to learn before their explosive affair is exposed?With a cast of fun characters,
Anna Archer, delivers a delectable lesbian romance that's enchantingly naughty yet nice.
Princess Kinsey has been given four Alpha slaves, and she must choose one to impregnate her. Aubrey, a She-Alpha, was sold
into slavery at an early age due to her misunderstood "degenerate" nature. Trapped in the Tharnstone Castle, Aubrey has a
chance to win her freedom, if she can show her Alpha's worthiness and be chosen to impregnate the princess. But when she
learns the Alpha will be forbidden to see the child, she considers the real cost of freedom. Kinsey will one day be the Omega queen
of her father's kingdom, but first she must provide an heir for the House of Wymarc. All she must do is pick an Alpha, despite her
aversion towards them. But she soon discovers there's more to some Alphas, than the volatile, dull beasts she's used to. Now, the
choice isn't so simple. * * * Of Iron and Gold is a third-person, fantasy romance F/F Omegaverse standalone novel. Contents
include: G!P*, Fempreg*, Omegaverse, and intimate scenes for mature readers. No cliffhanger, no rape, no cheating, and no
shifters. *See the author's blog for more details about g!p, fempreg, and other related terms.
Before practice makes perfect, a submissive must be trained. Amber has been seduced by her new boss, a lesbian billionaire with a
taste for submissive younger woman. Accepting her new role as Susanna's personal assistant was one thing, exploring her new
interests in lesbian play is quite another. For Amber to fit in with the hedonistic lifestyle that Susanna enjoys with her lesbian
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harem of naughty women, she'll require training. Fortunately, Susanna has plenty of experience with inexperienced young
lesbians and new subs. She's confident that her training will give Amber the skills she needs to fit in. Susanna's lesbian maids,
Candy and Sugar, are more than willing to help deliver the lessons their Mistress has planned. Amber has been told that the cook,
Pudding, loves to dish out harsh punishment spankings to the naughty maids, just as much as she loves to dish out amazing food.
Can Amber learn how to satisfy her new Mistress? Will Susanna's disciplinary measures help Amber flourish, or scare her off?
What will happen when Amber meets Pudding for the first time? Buy Trained by Her Lesbian Boss now, and find out how an
alpha dominant lesbian billionaire runs her private lesbian harem and teaches the lessons any new lesbian yearns to learn?
Trained by Her Lesbian Boss is 11,500 words of spanking, cunnilingus, lesbian, older woman/younger woman, corporal
punishment, voyeurism, humour, teasing, exhibitionism, Ffff, Ff, ff, fingering, lesbian training, bondage and mild BDSM play. It
is only suitable for adults.
A Lesbian Medical Romance
Stone Butch Blues
Lesbian Slave, Domination & Bdsm
Stay and Fight
Speakeasy Queen Texas Guinan, Blind Pigs, Drag Balls & More
Headmistress
A collection of essays accompanied by beautiful black-and-white photography from a diverse group of women on the moment
they realized they were ready to fight for themselves—including Gloria Steinem, Lena Waithe, Joanna Gaines, Brandi Carlile,
Beanie Feldstein, Cynthia Erivo, and Billie Jean King, among others. This powerful essay collection is a natural extension of
the #MeToo movement, revealing the interior experience of women after they’ve inevitably been underestimated or hurt—the
epiphany that the world is different than they thought it to be—and how they’ve used this knowledge to make change. In My
Moment, Gloria Steinem tells the story of how a meeting with writer Terry Southern drew blood. Carol Burnett shares how
CBS discouraged her from pursuing The Carol Burnett Show, because comedy variety shows were “a man’s game.” Joanna
Gaines reveals how coming to New York City as a young woman helped her embrace her Korean heritage after enduring
racist bullying as a child. Author Maggie Smith details a career crossroads when her boss declined her request to work from
home after the birth of her daughter, leading her to quit and never look back. Over and over again, when told “no” these
women said “yes” to themselves. This hugely inspiring, beautiful book will move people of all ages and make them feel less
alone. More than the sum of its parts, My Moment is also a handbook for young women (or any woman) making their way
through the world.
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“A landmark work of lesbian fiction” and the basis for the acclaimed film Desert Hearts (The New York Times). Against the
backdrop of Reno, Nevada, in the late 1950s, award-winning author Jane Rule chronicles a love affair between two women.
When Desert of the Heart opens, Evelyn Hall is on a plane that will take her from her old life in Oakland, California, to Reno,
where she plans to divorce her husband of sixteen years. A voluntary exile in a brave new world, she meets a woman who will
change her life. Fifteen years younger, Ann Childs works as a change apron in a casino. Evelyn is instantly drawn to the
fiercely independent Ann, and their friendship soon evolves into a romantic relationship. An English professor who had
always led a conventional life, Evelyn suddenly finds all her beliefs about love, morality, and identity called into question.
Peopled by a cast of unforgettable characters, this is a novel that dares to ask whether love between two women can last.
Have pride in history. A rich and sweeping photographic history of the Queer Liberation Movement, from the creators and
curators of the massively popular Instagram account LGBT History. “If you think the fight for justice and equality only
began in the streets outside Stonewall, with brave patrons of a bar fighting back, you need to read We Are Everywhere right
now.”—Anderson Cooper Through the lenses of protest, power, and pride, We Are Everywhere is an essential and
empowering introduction to the history of the fight for queer liberation. Combining exhaustively researched narrative with
meticulously curated photographs, the book traces queer activism from its roots in late-nineteenth-century Europe—long
before the pivotal Stonewall Riots of 1969—to the gender warriors leading the charge today. Featuring more than 300 images
from more than seventy photographers and twenty archives, this inclusive and intersectional book enables us to truly see
queer history unlike anything before, with glimpses of activism in the decades preceding and following Stonewall, family life,
marches, protests, celebrations, mourning, and Pride. By challenging many of the assumptions that dominate mainstream
LGBTQ+ history, We Are Everywhere shows readers how they can—and must—honor the queer past in order to shape our
liberated future.
#1 Gift Discover the hottest trend with this best-selling title. Give the gift of laughter! "Finally a gift that doesn't suck." "So
funny I nearly pissed myself." "Better than telling Marcus to fuck off." This irreverent and sweary coloring book features
laugh-out-loud funny and original designs that are perfect for taking the stress out of work, relationships, family gatherings,
and other unnecessarily stressful situations. Provides HOURS of coloring FUN, at home, in the car, or when trying not to
swear out loud(!). FEATURES: 50 High Quality Original Coloring Pages 100 Pages, High Quality Paper Large Page size
8.5x11 Inches for easy use. Perfect humorous gift for family, friends, coworkers, parties, stocking stuffer, and gift exchanges.
Great as a gift or for yourself! Give the gift of laughter. Treat yourself, someone you love... or someone you hate!
According to newly single Kelly Newsome, whoever came up with the idea of a lesbian resort located on a warm tropical
island is a goddess. Kelly’s bound and determined to experience everything, and everyone, the island has to offer. Matt
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Parker is on her first “real grown up” vacation since her wife died six years ago, leaving her to raise their young son alone.
With no responsibilities to tie her down, Matt’s not looking for anything other than a good time and toe-curling, no strings
attached sex. Neither one expects to meet the woman who could give them their last first kiss.
Her Royal Bodyguard
Lesbian Teacher, Domination, BDSM & Blackmail
The Way I Am
Trained by Her Lesbian Boss
Something to Talk About
Games We Play
What happens when a female Bodyguard starts to fall in love with the Princess they are supposed to be protecting?Following an accident,
Sergeant Erin Kennedy gets the promotion of her life, becoming bodyguard to Princess Alexandra, the future Queen of England. Rule Number
One in the Bodyguard handbook is: Never fall in love with the client. Princess Alexandra is due to marry a Prince. So, when Erin starts to
secretly develop feelings for the charismatic Princess she knows it can only ever end in tears. Erin finds herself drawn deeper and deeper into a
tangled web of duty, responsibilities and secrets with the Princess. How much pressure can both women take before they begin to break?
Chart topping-and headline-making-rap artist Eminem shares his private reflections, drawings, handwritten lyrics, and photographs in his New
York Times bestseller The Way I Am Fiercely intelligent, relentlessly provocative, and prodigiously gifted, Eminem is known as much for his
enigmatic persona as for being the fastest-selling rap artist and the first rapper to ever win an Oscar. Everyone wants to know what Eminem is
really like-after the curtains go down. In The Way I Am, Eminem writes candidly, about how he sees the world. About family and friends; about
hip-hop and rap battles and his searing rhymes; about the conflicts and challenges that have made him who he is today. Illustrated with more
than 200 full-color and black-and-white photographs-including family snapshots and personal Polaroids, it is a visual self-portrait that spans
the rapper's entire life and career, from his early childhood in Missouri to the basement home studio he records in today, from Detroit's famous
Hip Hop Shop to sold-out arenas around the globe. Readers who have wondered at Em's intricate, eye- opening rhyme patterns can also see,
first-hand, the way his mind works in dozens of reproductions of his original lyric sheets, written in pen, on hotel stationary, on whatever scrap
of paper was at hand. These lyric sheets, published for the first time here, show uncut genius at work. Taking readers deep inside his creative
process, Eminem reckons with the way that chaos and controversy have fueled his music and helped to give birth to some of his most famous
songs (including "Stan," "Without Me," and "Lose Yourself"). Providing a personal tour of Eminem's creative process, The Way I Am has been
hailed as "fascinating," "compelling," and "candid."
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Now a major motion picture directed by Steven Spielberg. “Enchanting . . . Willy Wonka meets The
Matrix.”—USA Today • “As one adventure leads expertly to the next, time simply evaporates.”—Entertainment Weekly A world at stake. A quest
for the ultimate prize. Are you ready? In the year 2045, reality is an ugly place. The only time Wade Watts really feels alive is when he’s jacked
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into the OASIS, a vast virtual world where most of humanity spends their days. When the eccentric creator of the OASIS dies, he leaves behind
a series of fiendish puzzles, based on his obsession with the pop culture of decades past. Whoever is first to solve them will inherit his vast
fortune—and control of the OASIS itself. Then Wade cracks the first clue. Suddenly he’s beset by rivals who’ll kill to take this prize. The race is
on—and the only way to survive is to win. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Entertainment Weekly • San Francisco
Chronicle • Village Voice • Chicago Sun-Times • iO9 • The AV Club “Delightful . . . the grown-up’s Harry Potter.”—HuffPost “An addictive
read . . . part intergalactic scavenger hunt, part romance, and all heart.”—CNN “A most excellent ride . . . Cline stuffs his novel with a
cornucopia of pop culture, as if to wink to the reader.”—Boston Globe “Ridiculously fun and large-hearted . . . Cline is that rare writer who can
translate his own dorky enthusiasms into prose that’s both hilarious and compassionate.”—NPR “[A] fantastic page-turner . . . starts out like a
simple bit of fun and winds up feeling like a rich and plausible picture of future friendships in a world not too distant from our own.”—iO9
Rachel Michaels is at the top of her profession, but she's grown tired of trading barbs with her co-host/ex-husband on their popular morning
radio talk show. Eager to stretch her wings, she takes a second job as the colour commentator for Denver's new professional women's soccer
team.
Sinclair Sexsmith presents a cornucopia of lesbian kink ? tantalizing tales rich in variety and saucy details of girls put in their place ? and held
there firmly. A girly-girl reaps a sweet punishment for refusing to mess up her oh-so-pink lipstick and a well-equipped top takes charge.
Whether readers dream of surrendering to a lover or of taking control, Say Please offers plenty of erotic inspiration and gives readers exactly
what they want! In "The Cruelest Kind," Kiki Delovely's naughty narrator gets her just desserts from her butch girlfriend with some fierce back
alley bondage while D.L. King's domme makes her submissive strip before un unseen audience, binds her to a bench, and gives her a good
strapping in "A Public Spectacle." Anna Watson' bored housewife gets more than she bargains for in "The Keys" when she follows a lesbian
animal trainer out to a queer bar and anything goes in Xan West's sexy "Strong" when a transgender butch and genderqueer sub engage in
some very tough love.
Ready Player One
Orange Is the New Black
Protest, Power, and Pride in the History of Queer Liberation
The heartbreaking love story from the number 1 bestseller
How Lesbians Swear Coloring Book
Punished by Her Lesbian Boss
Jo is looking for her first lesbian experience. Sue is looking for a distraction. Jo knew she'd never master flirting, so she put
her romantic life on hold and spent her teens studying. She made it to university a year early, but now she's about to be an
adult and Jo has a plan. If Jo can't spot the lesbian among her peers, she'll go where lesbians can find her. On her
eighteenth birthday, Jo will go to Athena, an exclusive lesbian nightclub in the heart of London. Jo is certain that the ladies
at the club will be keen to seduce the new girl and relieve her of her virginity. Sue just needs to lay low until her backup
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arrives to extract her. She picks Athena as the perfect place and the charmingly naive Jo, as the ideal decoy to throw her
pursuers off. Little does she realise the number of boxes the younger woman will tick for her. Gorgeous. Tick. Virginal. Tick.
In need of a mentor. Tick. Jo couldn't be a more perfect fit for Sue's fantasies. Is Sue the woman that Jo has fantasised about
learning from? Is Jo the young woman Sue has dreamed of teaching? Can Sue seduce the younger woman, all while keeping
them both safe from the criminals who are hunting her? Buy Seduced by a Lesbian Spy now, and find out what happens
when Jo puts herself out there. Seduced by a Lesbian Spy is 8,000 words of first time lesbian seduction, espionage hi-jinks
and prolonged denial.
"Like Bastard Out of Carolina, ffitch's electrifying debut novel is a paean to independence and a protest against the
materialism of our age." —O: The Oprah Magazine "Delightfully raucous." —Sam Sacks, The Wall Street Journal Helen
arrives in Appalachian Ohio full of love and her boyfriend’s ideas for living off the land. Too soon, with winter coming, he
calls it quits. Helped by Rudy—her government-questioning, wisdom-spouting, seasonal-affective-disordered boss—and a
neighbor couple, Helen makes it to spring. Those neighbors, Karen and Lily, are awaiting the arrival of their first child, a
boy, which means their time at the Women’s Land Trust must end. So Helen invites the new family to throw in with
her—they’ll split the work and the food, build a house, and make a life that sustains them, if barely, for years. Then young
Perley decides he wants to go to school. And Rudy sets up a fruit-tree nursery on the pipeline easement edging their land.
The outside world is brought clamoring into their makeshift family. Set in a region known for its independent spirit, Stay and
Fight shakes up what it means to be a family, to live well, to make peace with nature and make deals with the system. It is
a protest novel that challenges our notions of effective action. It is a family novel that refuses to limit the term. And it is a
marvel of storytelling that both breaks with tradition and celebrates it. Best of all, it is full of flawed, cantankerous, fleshand-blood characters who remind us that conflict isn't the end of love, but the real beginning. Absorbingly spun, perfectly
voiced, and disruptively political, Madeline ffitch's Stay and Fight forces us to reimagine an Appalachia—and an
America—we think we know. And it takes us, laughing and fighting, into a new understanding of what it means to love and
to be free.
Warning! Contains Intense Lesbian Domination! The escapades of Ms. Tay and Tasha are not a typical love story. Their story
covers Tasha's time with Tay at Ragsdale. She is a 19-year-old who comfortable with her sexuality, and Ms. Tay draws her
in for a wild ride. Adding to the excitement of their affair a third party is added. This is a lusty tale of three women who have
a good but not so quiet time. Panties not recommended. Contains: Lesbian Domination Lesbian Sex Slave Lesbian BDSM
Lesbian Slave
Lise Cabot has it all. A successful realtor in Aspen, Lise is married to her high school sweetheart and is the mother of two
great kids, Michael and Candace. To her two closest friends, Kitty and Cheryl, Lise's life appears ideal, until her husband
Scott is passed over for the partnership in the architectural firm where he works. At the party to welcome her husband's
new boss, a woman she's determined to despise, Lise meets Juliana Rhodes. The attraction is immediate and unsettling for
Lise, sending her perfectly balanced life into a tailspin.
When she takes a job at Sather & Sterling, Lois Lenz, secretary extraordinaire, finds herself in over her head as she enters a
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world of working girls whose fabulous fashion sense and decadent desires lead her astray. Original.
The Last First Kiss
My Moment
An Infatuation
We Are Everywhere
A Lesbian Romance
The Seven Husbands of Evelyn HugoA NovelSimon and Schuster
The epic adventures Evelyn creates over the course of a lifetime will leave every reader mesmerized. This
wildly addictive journey of a reclusive Hollywood starlet and her tumultuous Tinseltown journey comes with
unexpected twists and the most satisfying of drama.
The New York Times Bestseller "Not since Robert Caro’s Years of Lyndon Johnson have I been so riveted by a
work of history. Secret City is not gay history. It is American history.” —George Stephanopoulos Washington,
D.C., has always been a city of secrets. Few have been more dramatic than the ones revealed in James
Kirchick’s Secret City. For decades, the specter of homosexuality haunted Washington. The mere suggestion
that a person might be gay destroyed reputations, ended careers, and ruined lives. At the height of the Cold
War, fear of homosexuality became intertwined with the growing threat of international communism, leading
to a purge of gay men and lesbians from the federal government. In the fevered atmosphere of political
Washington, the secret “too loathsome to mention” held enormous, terrifying power. Utilizing thousands of
pages of declassified documents, interviews with over one hundred people, and material unearthed from
presidential libraries and archives around the country, Secret City is a chronicle of American politics like no
other. Beginning with the tragic story of Sumner Welles, Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s brilliant diplomatic
advisor and the man at the center of “the greatest national scandal since the existence of the United States,”
James Kirchick illuminates how homosexuality shaped each successive presidential administration through
the end of the twentieth century. Cultural and political anxiety over gay people sparked a decades-long witch
hunt, impacting everything from the rivalry between the CIA and the FBI to the ascent of Joseph McCarthy,
the struggle for Black civil rights, and the rise of the conservative movement. Among other revelations,
Kirchick tells of the World War II–era gay spymaster who pioneered seduction as a tool of American
espionage, the devoted aide whom Lyndon Johnson treated as a son yet abandoned once his homosexuality
was discovered, and how allegations of a “homosexual ring” controlling Ronald Reagan nearly derailed his
1980 election victory. Magisterial in scope and intimate in detail, Secret City will forever transform our
understanding of American history.
Back to Serve is a fictional memoir about a soon-to-be-retired army captain, Nico Corretti, who after a career
in the military is ready to begin his civilian life with his family. But first, he must out-process and then drive
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halfway across the country to get home, during which he has an improbable encounter with a Russian woman
who informs him that his safety and his postservice stability may be in jeopardy. On the long drive home, he
considers the plausibility of her claim and reflects on his past and future.Once home, he relishes the quality
time with his family, which includes visiting his father in his hometown. But afterward, he discovers the
limited employment opportunities in the slow recovery years after the Great Recession. He undergoes an
extended unemployment period before anxiously and dutifully taking a government-contract position abroad,
which turns out to be more perilous than he had originally been briefed. And the mysterious Russian woman
he met may lead him to some of the answers he was searching for, as well as to some dangers and desires
that he wasn't. Upon completion of his contract job in Europe, he enjoys a well-deserved respite at home. But
it's short lived, as a swell of terrorist attacks against the United States require (or demand) more of his
military service. Torn between being there for his family and his duty to his country, Captain Corretti is coldly
reminded that the two actually are mutually inclusive. He's sent back to a familiar place, the Middle East, and
in the process, he may be able to avenge the soldiers he had lost under his command. But he'll need to reach
deeper within himself than he ever has before in order to succeed on the battlefield and in life.
In this inspiring biography, discover the true story of Harriet the Spy author Louise Fitzhugh -- and learn
about the woman behind one of literature's most beloved heroines. Harriet the Spy, first published in 1964,
has mesmerized generations of readers and launched a million diarists. Its beloved antiheroine, Harriet, is
erratic, unsentimental, and endearing -- very much like the woman who created her, Louise Fitzhugh. Born in
1928, Fitzhugh was raised in segregated Memphis, but she soon escaped her cloistered world and headed for
New York, where her expanded milieu stretched from the lesbian bars of Greenwich Village to the art world of
postwar Europe, and her circle of friends included members of the avant-garde like Maurice Sendak and
Lorraine Hansberry. Fitzhugh's novels, written in an era of political defiance, are full of resistance: to
authority, to conformity, and even -- radically, for a children's author -- to make-believe. As a children's
author and a lesbian, Fitzhugh was often pressured to disguise her true nature. Sometimes You Have to Lie
tells the story of her hidden life and of the creation of her masterpiece, which remains long after her death as
a testament to the complicated relationship between truth, secrecy, and individualism.
The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo
The Hidden History of Gay Washington
Naughty Dreams
Say Please
Tangled Vows
A Dungeon Romance
Amber's new job has both more perks and more duties than she expected. The final interview stage to be
Susanna Hamilton's personal assistant, places demands on her willpower, like no job ever before. If she
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perseveres, the rewards seem enticing to say the least. Buy Punished by Her Lesbian Boss now, and find out
how Amber copes with her new role catering to her Miss Hamilton's every whim. Punished by Her Lesbian Boss
is 13,000 words of first time lesbian, older woman/younger woman, corporal punishment, paddles, voyeurism,
teasing, exhibitionism, Ffff, Ff, ff, fingering, lesbian seduction and mild BDSM play. It's only suitable for
adults.
Electrician Lisa Barnett gets the shock of her life when she glimpses her new neighbour. It’s not just that the
curvaceous beauty is up all hours, hauling suitcases in and out of her car. It’s that the mysterious, maddening,
probably married woman was her schoolgirl fling from years ago—a girl who blew up her life, then blew out of
town without a word. What’s she doing back in town? And what on earth is she up to? Bella McBride can’t
believe her life. A job transfer has landed her back home and she’s wound up living next door to the woman
who stole her heart as a teenager. Worse, Lisa won’t even give her the time of day—and she can’t really blame
her. Life would be so much easier if they stayed on their own side of the fence. But how can they with the pull
of attraction constantly teasing them and so much left unsaid? A heated, enemies-to-lovers lesbian romance
about daring to take a second chance.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A NETFLIX ORIGINAL SERIES With a career, a boyfriend, and a
loving family, Piper Kerman barely resembles the reckless young woman who delivered a suitcase of drug
money ten years before. But that past has caught up with her. Convicted and sentenced to fifteen months at
the infamous federal correctional facility in Danbury, Connecticut, the well-heeled Smith College alumna is
now inmate #11187–424—one of the millions of people who disappear “down the rabbit hole” of the American
penal system. From her first strip search to her final release, Kerman learns to navigate this strange world
with its strictly enforced codes of behavior and arbitrary rules. She meets women from all walks of life, who
surprise her with small tokens of generosity, hard words of wisdom, and simple acts of acceptance.
Heartbreaking, hilarious, and at times enraging, Kerman’s story offers a rare look into the lives of women in
prison—why it is we lock so many away and what happens to them when they’re there. Praise for Orange Is the
New Black “Fascinating . . . The true subject of this unforgettable book is female bonding and the ties that
even bars can’t unbind.”—People (four stars) “I loved this book. It’s a story rich with humor, pathos, and
redemption. What I did not expect from this memoir was the affection, compassion, and even reverence that
Piper Kerman demonstrates for all the women she encountered while she was locked away in jail. I will never
forget it.”—Elizabeth Gilbert, author of Eat, Pray, Love “This book is impossible to put down because [Kerman]
could be you. Or your best friend. Or your daughter.”—Los Angeles Times “Moving . . . transcends the memoir
genre’s usual self-centeredness to explore how human beings can always surprise you.”—USA Today “It’s a
compelling awakening, and a harrowing one—both for the reader and for Kerman.”—Newsweek
This prequel to Bitter Endings finds Ellis discovering an intense attraction for another woman, Katie. As they
spend time together becoming friends it is hard to fight the heat that's building inside her and she is lead into
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a series of hot naughty dreams. Ellis fights the attraction as best she can for fear of anyone in her small town
knowing the truth.
Twenty-two year old Erica Frost has a problem: she's been accepted into one of the best drama schools in the
world, but she's just learned that her parents are broke! Luckily, all her tuition was put in a trust. Her living
expenses, however, are another thing entirely. With only two months to go before the course starts, she needs
to earn money, and lots of it, fast. So when she sees an ad seeking an escort for a group of bored, rich
housewives, it's an offer she simply can't refuse. The job is the easy part. Keeping her emotions out of it might
be a little trickier. Service Girl Chronicles is a 4-book lesbian romance series. This is the complete set.
Sometimes You Have to Lie
The Teacher Is My Lesbian Pet
Of Iron and Gold
Surgeon
A Novel
106 Women on Fighting for Themselves

Tessa Green just graduated from college and is starting her first job at Walker International, a hugely successful financial
firm. With this new opportunity comes new experiences, and Tessa's new position does not disappoint. Tessa is
unexpectedly partnered with the sultry CEO, Miss. Veronica Walker, who helps her experience the boardroom in ways
Tessa never could have anticipated. These women have to decide how far they are willing to go to be together in this
world where you have to treat every relationship like a business transaction... like a hostile takeover.Warning: This writing
contains graphic language and sexual content.
Susanna is keen for Amber to become her latest lesbian convert. Amber is still smarting from the richly deserved
punishment that her lesbian boss gave her new personal assistant for her poor behaviour. Now she's been challenged by
Susanna, to discover if she too, is a lesbian. Has Amber just been waiting for an older woman to seduce her? Can
Susanna convince the younger woman to experiment with her new boss? Susanna will need all her persuasive skill to
entice Amber to join in with the hedonistic lesbian games she enjoys with the staff of her country estate. Buy Seduced by
Her Lesbian Boss now, and find out how the lesbian dominatrix, Susanna entices her new recruit to submit to her every
sordid whim. Seduced by Her Lesbian Boss is 12,500 words of first time lesbian, older woman/younger woman, corporal
punishment, voyeurism, humour, teasing, exhibitionism, Ffff, Ff, ff, fingering, lesbian seduction, bondage and mild BDSM
play. It's only suitable for adults.
Laurie Holcombe is out of a job, out of luck, and out of time. When a prestigious law firm hires her as an assistant to one
of its senior partners, it feels like she might finally get back on her feet. All she has to do is put up with the whims of her
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infuriatingly icy boss, Diana. How hard could that be? Diana Parker is Atlanta's top lawyer and isn't afraid to let everyone
know it. She's driven, ruthless, demanding, and stuck in a failing marriage. Too bad she can't run her personal life as well
as she runs her ordered office. When a young assistant shows up with bright blue eyes, a cute Southern accent, and a
streak of pink hair, Diana's sure she's all wrong for the job. And yet something seems to be pulling her and Laurie
Holcombe together, drawing them into a secret, thrilling dance that's far too dangerous for a boss and employee. Can
they make rules for this powerful attraction, a way to keep each other at arm's length? But how do you resist the
irresistible? A smart, sexy lesbian romance about facing the truth about your desires...and risking everything.
Published in 1993, this brave, original novel is considered to be the finest account ever written of the complexities of a
transgendered existence. Woman or man? Thats the question that rages like a storm around Jess Goldberg, clouding her
life and her identity. Growing up differently gendered in a blue--collar town in the 1950s, coming out as a butch in the
bars and factories of the prefeminist 60s, deciding to pass as a man in order to survive when she is left without work or a
community in the early 70s. This powerful, provocative and deeply moving novel sees Jess coming full circle, she learns
to accept the complexities of being a transgendered person in a world demanding simple explanations: a he-she
emerging whole, weathering the turbulence.
Can Megan's charm melt the heart of her Ice Queen boss, the Headmistress? A hot, Age Gap, Ice Queen lesbian
romance from exciting new lesfic author, Emily Hayes. *Includes explicit scenes involving BDSM* Megan is a struggling
single mom who lies on her resume to get a job in a school as Personal Assistant to demanding Headmistress, Deborah
Stewart. All Megan wants is to create a better life for her daughter. Nothing Megan does is ever good enough to please
Ms Stewart. But, there is something about the way that Ms Stewart treats Megan, that makes Megan begin to wonder if
she secretly likes being ordered around and made to wait. Can Megan thaw her boss's icy heart and find a way to
indulge her new fantasies?
Lesbian BDSM Erotica
Service Girl Chronicles
Seduced by a Lesbian Spy
Stranded
Seduced by Her Lesbian Boss
Corporate Punishment
From the million-copy bestseller Amanda Prowse, the queen of heartbreak fiction. Amanda Prowse
is the author of The Coordinates Of Loss and the no.1 bestsellers Perfect Daughter, My Husband's
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Wife and What Have I Done? When eighteen-year-old Dot meets Sol, she feels that love has arrived
at last. Solomon Arbuthnott is a man who can bring colour and warmth to her drab life in sixties
London – and what's more, he is a young, handsome soldier with excellent prospects. Someone who
wants to give her everything she has dreamed of. Someone who can promise her blue skies,
laughter, sun and always, always love. And for a while, life is truly like a song. They stroll
hand-in-hand by the Serpentine, dance cheek-to-cheek in Soho's smoky bars, and begin to plan
their idyllic future, growing old together in Sol's ancestral home on the island of St Lucia.
But this is 1961. East End girls don't date West Indian boys, let alone fall in love with them
and leave the country. They stay at home and live the life their parents planned for them. Even
if it leaves them lonelier than they ever thought possible. Even if it rips their heart in
two... Reviews for Amanda Prowse: 'Prowse handles her explosive subject with delicate skill ...
Deeply moving and inspiring' DAILY MAIL. 'Powerful and emotional family drama that packs a real
punch' HEAT. 'A gut wrenching and absolutely brilliant read' IRISH SUN. 'Captivating,
heartbreaking, superbly written' CLOSER. 'Very uplifting and positive, but you may still need a
box (or two) of tissues' HELLO. 'An emotional, unputdownable read' RED. 'Prowse writes gritty,
contemporary stories but always with an uplifting message of hope' SUNDAY INDEPENDENT.
World class heart surgeon, Katherine Ross meets a young woman anonymously on a dating app. When
each woman realises who the other really is, can they find a way to turn their intense passion
into love?A sizzling hot Age Gap Medical Romance from Emily Hayes. Dr Katherine Ross is a world
class heart surgeon. She holds life and death in her hands on a daily basis. Her own heart is
fiercely guarded.She finds an intense forbidden passion with the mysterious Sophia. Can she find
a way to let Sophia in, to heal her own broken heart?
A showrunner and her assistant give the world something to talk about when they accidentally
fuel a ridiculous rumor in this debut romance. Hollywood powerhouse Jo is photographed making
her assistant Emma laugh on the red carpet, and just like that, the tabloids declare them a
couple. The so-called scandal couldn't come at a worse time—threatening Emma's promotion and
Jo's new movie. As the gossip spreads, it starts to affect all areas of their lives. Paparazzi
are following them outside the office, coworkers are treating them differently, and a “source”
is feeding information to the media. But their only comment is “no comment”. With the launch of
Jo’s film project fast approaching, the two women begin to spend even more time together,
getting along famously. Emma seems to have a sixth sense for knowing what Jo needs. And Jo,
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known for being aloof and outwardly cold, opens up to Emma in a way neither of them expects.
They begin to realize the rumor might not be so off base after all…but is acting on the spark
between them worth fanning the gossip flames?
“The drunken ’20s started roaring almost immediately, but they were loudest in Manhattan. David
Rosen’s [book] has all the snazzy, jazzy details.” —NY Daily News Texas Guinan was the queen of
New York’s speakeasies in the Roaring Twenties. Her clubs were backed by leading gangsters and
welcomed some of the city’s biggest sharks and swankest swells. Movie stars, flappers, madams,
musicians and more flocked to midtown’s “Wet Zone,” Greenwich Village and Harlem for inebriated
entertainment. Patrons threw cultural norms aside as free-flowing hooch lubricated the jazz
joints, sex circuses and drag balls that fueled the era’s insurgent spirit. At the center of the
party was Texas with her trademark catchphrases and guarantee to have a good time. Author David
Rosen recounts Texas’s adventurous life alongside tales of Gotham’s nightlife when abstinence
was the law of the land and breaking the law an all-American indulgence.
One year. Five million dollars. A proposal she can't refuse. Escort Ruby Scott is used to waking
up in the bed of a wealthy woman. What she isn't expecting is to wake up with a ring on her
finger and married to Yvonne Maxwell, one of the executives behind the Mistress Media empire, a
woman as alluring as she is cold. For ten years, Yvonne has been sitting on an inheritance she
can't touch until she's married. An encounter with an escort in a red dress presents the perfect
solution-a marriage of convenience. In exchange for a year playing the role of her wife, Yvonne
offers Ruby a life of glamour, decadence, and more money than Ruby ever dreamed of. Yvonne is
adamant that they keep their arrangement strictly business. But as Ruby's submissive side
awakens, Yvonne can't resist the temptation to make Ruby hers, and Ruby is intoxicated by the
commanding woman and the release Yvonne grants her. As Ruby falls deeper into Yvonne's seductive
world of luxury and power games, both women struggle to keep their hearts from getting caught up
in the passion between them. When their inner demons emerge and their fake marriage plot is
threatened, Ruby and Yvonne find they have far more to lose than just the inheritance.
Lesbian Coloring Book For Adults
The Dominatrix Vampire's Lesbian Slave
Desert of the Heart
Educating Eve
The Life and Times of Louise Fitzhugh, Renegade Author of Harriet the Spy
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My Year in a Women's Prison
At Leah's 30th birthday party, she meets a woman whom she's convinced is paid to entertain her for the evening.
But in the following days, she discovers that Ms. Margaret Sloan, one of the most cutthroat businesswomen in the
world, thought Leah was the paid professional she hired while in Portland for the weekend. Sloan fears a lawsuit.
Leah fears her only chance for a whirlwind romance is about to fly off to Thailand or Switzerland. Too bad they're
both keeping dire secrets that could doom whatever feelings they have. Oh, the devilish games they're about to
play...
Prohibition New York City
New Girl on the Street
An F/F Omegaverse Fantasy Romance
The X-Ingredients
Clover's Child
Return of a Soldier
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